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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/19/2024

Description 2024 Viking Viking 4K Series 18DBS, Viking 4K Series travel trailer 18DBS
highlights: Double Bed Bunks Rear Corner Bath U-Dinette/Hidden Wall Bed Under
4,000 lbs. ? This versatile trailer easily sleeps a family of six and provides plenty
of seating thanks to the versatile front hidden Murphy bed and U-dinette .? During
the day, the U-dinette provides seating for the whole gang.? At night, move the
table and cushions and flip down a comfortable bed.? There is a jackknife ? sofa
slide , and opposite you will find the kitchen area allowing you to easily whip up
meals and snacks using the two burner cooktop, sink, overhead microwave oven,
and refrigerator. A ?pantry is also available for all of your dry goods.? At the rear
of this unit, you will find sleeping for four on the double bed bunks along the
roadside corner, and a full bath with shower, toilet, and vanity with sink and
medicine cabinet along the curbside corner.? The bath features a skylight for
more headroom and natural lighting. ? With any Viking 4K Series travel trailer, you
can experience affordable camping with your family with the same comforts and
quality found in bigger trailers. Each is built on an 8' wide frame with aerodynamic
engineered front profile for easy towing.? There are four stabilizing jacks to make
camp setup easy while keeping your trailer secure while in camp, plus electric
brakes for a safer tow. You will also appreciate the large entrance grab handle
and jumbo pass-through storage for all of your outdoor gear.? Inside, a kitchen
backsplash, a 7 cu. ft. gas/electric refrigerator, sink covers for added counter
space, and a foot flush toilet , plus more. Choose an easy to tow Viking 4K Series
and start enjoying the great outdoors without breaking your budget!?

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21148904
VIN Number: 35020-21148904
Condition: New
Length: 23
Slideouts: 1

Item address Seffner, Florida, United States
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